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THE snows have cleared as our flag flyer canters all the way around Side Hill.

Temperature changes lead to layers at sales,
to equine flu and to a possible happy ending
BETWEEN the Cape Premier Yearling Sale and Tattersalls February Sale that follows almost
immediately, a 25 degree temperature difference would be par for the meteorological course. But this
year, although that difference was about the same, it was book-ended by unusual figures.
Customarily, Cape Town for CPYS approaches 30
degrees then, dashing north in the hunt for just-turned3 year olds to race abroad (we got five this time), we
drop to around 5 degrees. It’s a recipe for catching ‘flu
in amongst a sales population arriving from hotter places than South Africa while others such as our clients
come from deep-freeze winters – if from the USA, from
terrifyingly low temperatures this year.

change as usual, starting lower.
Outside for the majority of three days, the marrow was
chilled. Nevertheless, the sale was quite successful,
especially because of its 95% clearance rate. Buyers
who want horses want horses, never mind the
weather.
The levels – for a mix of mares, just-turned yearlings
and 2 year olds, and horses in training - were down
from 2018 only because of the absence of a freak lot
the year before. The Markus Jooste
(to page 2)

In 2019, in CPYS week, Cape Town hovered around
only 23/25 degrees but the flight took us into minus 9
in the early morning and daytime highs of zero. Same
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WILLIE John 1.9 million guineas at Tatts February 2018. (tattersalls.com)

DAVID ALLAN (fm p1)

getting rid of it, so to suggest that racing might be shut
down until it is “under control” invites a scary
interpretation.

partnership horse WILLIE JOHN – a once raced winning
2 year old - went through that ring in an arm’s length
sale for 1.9 million guineas, many multiples of the usual top lots. At 3 in new colours, he raced just twice winning a Novice then finishing last in a Group 3.

When it sneaked into Australia (where they “didn’t
have equine flu”) it had a huge impact because the
horse population was not vaccinated.

Human ‘Flu was kept at bay by layers from chin to toe,
but Equine ‘Flu, as if commenting on the Arctic
weather, has since appeared in a concentration.

Simply put, it will always be in the UK. Gallows humour
on Newmarket Heath generated remarks like “Overreaction? See you at Goodwood”, meaning end July/
early August.

The BHA is to be commended for immediate action
with regard to known cases of Equine ‘Flu being on
racecourses – meaning that the yards of other runners
at the same meetings are immediately restricted in
their public training areas pending swab tests or “The
Swab Fest” as it is being called.

Over 170 training yards have been restricted while
their populations are swabbed and tested – because
they have sent at least one runner to a racecourse
where a known case has visited.
“Shut down” conjures up images of the terrible impact
of Foot & Mouth 18 years ago. With all racing suspended anyway for – we hope – a few more days, this
means (in Newmarket) being sent out to exercise on
the Heath’s several thousand acres between 12.30
and 3pm whereas normally all training will have finished by noon or sooner and the Heath is then the
province of dog-walkers.

Fair enough. But in the words of a leading Newmarket
vet “It’s equine ‘flu not ebola” (and one might also say,
it’s equine ‘flu not AHS, to put it into perspective,
although one is highly contagious and the other not).
Equine ‘Flu is endemic in the UK. The horse population
is rigorously vaccinated. Dozens and dozens of incidences throughout the season of horses having a runny nose, or being “challenged”, are or could be equine
‘flu in its suppressed (by vaccine) forms. There is no

Here’s hoping that the BHA can dig itself out.
(to page 3)
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And at a more dramatic level of disease processing, here’s
hoping in South Africa for the crystallisation of the seminal
Adrian Todd “exports” interview with James Goodman on
Winning Ways on 4th February. This is as clearly presented
a statement as one could expect after a long period of
(understandably) playing cards close to the chest for fear
of being seen to second guess negotiating counterparts.
The Brexit negotiators for both sides and a stack of
journalists with biases could learn something from SAEHP.

TATTS' Fox in the snow. (tattersalla.com)

This column has of course referred to “exports” and the
potential impact but has not speculated on the detail of
the process. Let the governmental and scientific experts
get on with it. Having been involved in a support role for a
few years – one not necessary now other than once or
twice since the new science shone through in Professor Ian
Sanne’s and Dr John Grewar’s presentation at the January
2017 ITBF - we have been kept up to speed, now feeling a
sense of release that SAEHP has gone public in South
Africa.
It all still boils down to the concluding part of an EU audit
that has largely already taken place, but the tantalising
prospect is now more clearly shown. Just as we shall be
flying back south soon, for a temperature increase, so we
hope that the right EU officials are looking forward to their
trip.—tt.

David & Yoshi Allan at the CTS Cocktail Party.

Gary’s tucking in!

FORMER SA jockey and riding master Gary
Waterston was treated to all sorts of delights
in Singapore last week by his friend Debbie
Hawkins, another former South African. Why
is Gary eating so much? Because the food in
Singapore is simply superb, and because he
can! Gary is based in Korea these days and
said to be doing very well. - tt.
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DOUGLAS Whyte was thrown in the air and sprayed with champagne at his retirement celebrations at Sha-Tin
on Sunday. “Don't drop him lads - you'll be trying to get rides off him next season!” tweeted Hong Kong Racing.
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PADDOCK and stables at Dreamstar Racing.

Dreamstar gears up for growth and good results
FARMS and smallholdings have a rate of maturing, their owners will tell you. It depends on how the
land is shaped and developed over time, and relies on sources of capital and other resources invested
on the property.
Trainer Clinton Binda runs his Dreamstar Racing from an 8acre smallholding near Lanseria, a beautiful part of the world
near Gary Player’s old Blair Atholl farm (the now prestigious
golf estate), with a beautiful view over the Magalies Mountain Range.
Binda bought the property almost 20 years ago and over the
years he’s turned it into a well equipped and respected racing centre with a (soon to be) 800m sand track, paddocks,
two horse walkers and even a home-built hydro therapy unit.
Binda told: “We’re almost done upgrading the track, we’ve
widened it to start so horses can work more comfortably
alongside each other, and now we’re lengthening it by almost
300m. The track has a bend and a 10 degree camber, so we
can do speed work and get the runners very fit.
Widening of the track.

“The sand comes from the sand mine at the Vaal Racecourse, and we have built-in irrigation and draining. When it
rains heavily the water runs down the camber, but we harrow
the track with a plate to keep it firm and usable at most
times.”
Innovatively, Binda has used old telephone poles to build
paddocks and track railings, obtained after Telkom replaced
the old pole-system with fibre. “I drove to the Free State to
buy some of the poles, but it was worthwhile. Several years
ago Telkom started doing away with the old equipment
because of cable and pole theft, so there was an opportunity
there.”

Hydro-therapy unit.

Binda has a career best 42 winners (2015/16 ) to his name
and with his facilities now taking excellent shape, (to p7)
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Nicol, Miedema to MR
Appeal Panel
THE National Horseracing Authority National Board
have announced that they have appointed the Sporting
Post’s Karel Miedema and former NHA Handicapper
Ken Nicol as members of their Merit Ratings
Appeal panel with effect from 8 February 2019.
Both men bring plenty of experience to the table.
Ken Nicol joined the Sporting Post as a handicapper in
2005. In 2010 he was offered a handicapping post at
the NHA, a position he held until March 2017. Since
then he has been employed by Phumelela Publishing.

KEN Nicol. (Pic: B Finch)

BINDA AND DREAMSTAR (fm p6)

Editor of the Sporting Post for the past 25 years, Karel
he is looking forward to more winners and training Miedema is a widely respected handicapping and
horses of better quality.
pedigree expert. - NHA.
He said: “I sent out a first-timer to win the other day,
Look To The Sky, by Pathfork, the first R200,000
horse I have ever trained. My client Hollywood are
starting to invest in better horses and that is to my
benefit, one can do a lot more with horses in the
R100,000 bracket and up. I look forward to that.
“I have had to work with cheapies and chuck-outs but
we’ve done well. Whorly Whorly (R30,000) and Premier Show (R60,000) have won near R1-illion
between them.” - tt.

@turftalk1
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Has the BHA over-reacted to Equine Flu?
VETERINARY expertise is confined to a minority. But no expertise is required to wonder if the British
Horseracing Authority (BHA) created a rod for its own back by shutting down racing in response to last
week's outbreak of equine flu in Britain, writes BRIAN O’CONNOR.
Elimination of the virus appears to be the standard if
racing is to resume. The ever-expanding majority view
within the industry appears to be that such a standard
is all but impossible. So the race appears on for the
BHA to find a way of getting the racing show back on
the road while also appearing to live up to what it has
said is on the welfare tin.
The view that the BHA has over-reacted appears
based in the view that equine flu pretty much never
goes away. When trainers talk of a 'bug' in the yard
they're essentially talking about some strain of it.
If that's the daily reality it's tough to square with the
guidelines that prompted last week's shut-down. An
SNOTTY noses are a daily part of racing.
outbreak of flu in Donald McCain's yard was
discovered. McCain had runners at both Ludlow and
Ayr. McCain's yard was put in lockdown. But so was a lightweight for vaccinated thoroughbreds. It's also
every other yard that had runners at those meetings. If endemic.
that's the standard it's a recipe for stagnation.
Irish racing's response to this has been generally
Because if there are always bugs swirling around, and praised. Stopping racing here in response to the British
always horses under the weather, and official policy to shutdown was unrealistic. It's hard to legislate on the
an outbreak is to go into 'lockdown' mode, some well- basis of what might happen.

intentioned welfare ambitions start to look like castles
in the sky. They invite speculation as to whether or not There are some grumbles about a new IHRB requireconsistently meeting such a standard can ever be ment for new vaccines in horses so close to Cheltenham but there appears to be general recognition that
sustainable.
precautions need to be seen to be taken.
Irishracing.com.
This particular strain of flu mutated to affect horses
already vaccinated. The BHA response appears to be
to come down hard on it now in time for the Cheltenham festival in four weeks. There is also concern at
how equine flu is particularly problematic for young
stock and the breeding season is under way.

No Flamingo Park on Monday
MONDAY’S meeting at Flamingo Park has been
abandoned.

That's all well and good. Clearly this strain is a nasty
customer. Except we're not talking about a notifiable
disease, or strangles, or equine herpes. These are
illnesses that create genuine fear within the racing
and breeding industries. Equine flu, by comparison, is

After persistent rain throughout the weekend, and
following a track inspection this morning, the meeting
for 11 February has been abandoned due to a
waterlogged track.
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No, not from a cowboy ranch

THEY’ve had rain and cold weather at Santa Anita Park in Los
Angels and photographer Alex Evers early on Monday snapped
this photo of horses back in training after an interruption at
the popular racing venue. Trainers at Santa Anita include Bob
Baffert, Richard Mandella, Doug O’Neill and John Sadler.

How Vlad is planning ahead

AN authentic photo of Russian President Vladimir Putin, who
has underground bases and a team of horses ready for The
Day After, when all forms of transport are destroyed and he
has to return to the ways and conquering methods of Vladimir
the Great.
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